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In this paper we apply the theory of second-order partial differential operators 
with nonnegative characteristic form to representations of Lie groups. We are 
concerned with a continuous representation U of a Lie group G in a Banach 
space 8. Let B be the enveloping algebra of G, and let dU be the infinitesimal 
homomorphism of 8 into operators with the Girding vectors as a common 
invariant domain. We study elements in B of the form 
p = i x,2 + x0 
1 
with the X,‘s in the Lie algebra 6. 
If the elements X,, , X, ,..., X, generate Q as a Lie algebra then we show 
that the space of ?-vectors for U is precisely equal to the Cm-vectors for the 
closure dU(P) of dU(P). This result is applied to obtain estimates for differential 
operators. 
The operator dU(P) is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup of operators in a. If Xa = 0 we show that this semigroup can be 
analytically continued to complex time 4 with Re 5 > 0. The generalized heat 
kernels of these semigroups are computed. A space of rapidly decreasing 
functions on G is introduced in order to treat the heat kernels. 
For unitary representations we show essential self-adjointness of all operators 
dU(Ci Xjz + (- 1)i12 X,) with X, in the real linear span of the X3’s, An 
application to quantum field theory is given. 
Finally, the new characterization of the C”-vectors is applied to a construction 
of a counterexample to a conjecture on exponentiation of operator Lie algebras. 
Our results on semigroups of exponential growth, and on the space of Cm 
vectors for a group representation can be viewed as generalizations of various 
results due to Nelson-Stinespring [18], and Poulsen [19], who prove essential 
self-adjointness and a priori estimates, respectively, for the sum of the squares 
of elements in a basis for 6 (the Laplace operator). The work of Hiirmander [I 11 
and Bony [3] on degenerate-elliptic (hypoelliptic) operators supplies the 
technical basis for this generalization. The important feature is that elliptic 
regularity is too crude a tool for controlling commutators. With the aid of the 
above-mentioned hypoellipticity results we are able to “control” the (finite 
dimensional) Lie algebra generated by a given set of differential operators. 
* Sponsored by Odense University, Denmark. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Our knowledge of the history of the problems is second hand. It 
is best to look at the original papers [I, 18,20,22,23] for Bargmann’s 
Segal’s, Nelson’s, and Stinespring’s own accounts. 
Arbitrary products of infinitesimal generators of unitary representa- 
tions do not in general have spectral resolutions. Products of two 
observables were excluded from the algebraic postulates in [20]. This 
is referred to by Segal as the most notable difference between the 
postulates of von Neumann and those of Segal. Quadratic expressions 
in symmetric operators, on the other hand, are semibounded, and thus 
can be expected to inherit some properties from the bounded observ- 
ables. 
The proof of essential self-adjointness of arbitrary quadratic sums 
uses Hormander’s theorem on hypoellipticity [I 1, 131 and the 
maximum principle in [3]. Those tools were not available until the 
end of the sixties. 
It is classical that the sum of two essentially self-adjoint operators 
with common domain is not in general essentially self-adjoint. 
(Example: (d2/dx2) + x4, Bargmann.) Our result says that quadratic 
sums of linear generators always have well-defined expectation values. 
The oldest result in this direction dates back to Segal’s “Duke- 
paper” [21]. In Segal’s model for quantum mechanics, a class of 
physical observables consists of symmetric polynomials in linear 
generators of unitary representations. For this reason it is important 
to know whether these polynomials have unique spectral resolutions. 
Now, for most applications one is only interested in the invariants of 
the given Lie group, i.e., the center 3 of d [21, 251; and for this 
purpose, it is enough to have the result of [22]. Let us state that result 
here to fix our notation. Recall that the Ggrding space gc is spanned 
by the vectors JGf(x) U(x) @ d x withf E C,“(G) and @ E Z’. 8 is the 
representation space of U. Elements in d are identified with right- 
invariant differential operators on G. For X in the Lie algebra 8 the 
identification is given by 
WK4 = $f(exp(--tX) . x))ltzo , 
where f is a function on G, x is an element in G, and exp is the 
exponential mapping of (5 into G. Let us use the symbol + for the 
unique involutory antiautomorphism in d which extends X+ = -X 
for XE (li [17]. Then it is known [19] that dU may be viewed as 
homomorphism of the involution-algebra & into the *-involution 
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algebra of operators with common invariant domain .9G . An element 
Pin 8 will be called symmetric (antisymmetric) if P+ = P (P+ = -P). 
So, for symmetric (antisymmetric) elements we have dU(P) C dU(P)* 
(dU(P) Z -dU(P)*). H ence, such elements are in particular pre- 
closed. This fact, which is true in much greater generality, will be 
important later. 
THEOREM (Segal [22]). For every symmetric invariant P E 3, the 
operator dU(P) is essentially self-adjoint. 
The stronger assertion in [21, Theorem 3.11 is not really needed. 
Counterexamples involving the anticommutator XY + YX, for Lie 
algebra elements X and Y, are known [18]. One can also construct a 
counterexample of the type X2 + iY. It is known that there is a 
unitary representation U of a two-sheeted covering (metaplectic) 
group of SL(2, R) on L2([w) such that 
dU(X) = ix2 and 
(as operators on the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions 
on the real line [24]). However, the operator 
dU(X2 + iY) = -x4 - $ 
is not essentially self-adjoint, as remarked above. The following “folk” 
fact seems to be widely known. The classical particle given by the 
singular Hamiltonian -(d2/dx2) - x4 gets to & cc in finite time, since 
the integral J’-“m v-r dx = $-“m (E + x4)-lj2 dx is finite for E > 0. So 
the deficiency indices should be (2, 2), namely the same as the indices 
for -d2/dx2 on a finite interval. How to make this heuristic argument 
precise seems to be much less well known. It can indeed be made 
rigorous as is shown, for example, by Wintner [27]. Wintner suggests 
the change of vatiables s = J” q2 dq (for the solution of a different 
problem). One can check that with the transformation #(x) = 
y(s) 1 x 1-l the equations 
are equivalent to (d2q/ds2) + (1 + F,(s)) F(S) = 0 for a pair of 
functions F+ satisfying J” 1 F,(s)1 ds < 00. Each of the last two 
equations have approximate solutions e*is. The interested reader is 
referred to [27] for details. 
580/20/2-z 
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Specialization to a semisimple Lie group leads to different results. In 
his thesis, Kostant [14] proved a general result about essential self- 
adjointness of symmetric infinitesimal operators of a unitary represen- 
tation of a semisimple Lie group G. A sufficient condition is that the 
symmetric element be invariant under the maximal compact subgroup 
of G. This result was later re-proved by Segal [23]. Segal’s proof 
makes use of the theory of noncommutative integration. 
Notation. G is a Lie group with Lie algebra 8 and enveloping 
algebra 8’. dx is a fixed left-invariant Haar measure on G, and 1 x 1 
is a fixed left-invariant Riemannian distance from x to the origin e in G 
[7]. Elements in d are identified with right-invariant differential 
operators on G in the usual way [ 18, 191. U is a continuous representa- 
tion of G in a Banach space .%?. For n = 0, 1,2 ,..., co, w D,(U) is the 
space of vectors @ in J% such that the mapping x + U(x)@ is of class 
C” from G into 5$?. Since U is continuous every vector in B belongs 
to D,(U). 
If L is the left regular representation of G in Lr(G) then it is known 
[ 191 that D,(L) is th e s p ace of smooth functionsf on G such that all the 
the right-invariant derivatives off belong to Ll(G). 
We define a “hyper-Schwartz space” of rapidly decreasing functions: 
27 = {fE &(L); 1 eclel 1 Ef(x)I dx < 00, for all c > 0, and all E E 8.) 
In other words, all the derivatives Ef are integrable on G with respect 
to the measure &I51 dx for c > 0. 
D(Y) is defined to be the span of the vectors Jc f(x) U(x) 0 dx with 
fe ,40, and @ E g. U(f) is the operator JGf(x) U(x) dx. 
For the study of duality with functions of at most exponential 
growth, and of convolution with diffusion kernels, the space Y is 
much more natural than the space Corn(G) of smooth functions on G 
with compact support. 
We clearly have the inclusions 
BG- c D(Y) c Dm( U), 
where gG is the Girding space [6,7, 191. 
Furthermore, D(Y) is invariant under all the operators dU(E) and 
U(x) with E E d and x E G. Indeed, it is not hard to see that Ef and 
L(x)f belong to Y if f does, so the invariance property follows from 
the relations 
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Let us include a general remark on domains of infinitesimal 
operators which is going to be used often without mention. 
The spaces D,(U) are equipped with their usual FrCchet-space 
topologies [6, 191. In particular, Dm(U) is given the projective -- 
topology with respect to all the operators U(E) for E E 8. 
Strictly speaking, dU is defined as a homomorphism of d into 
operators with the Girding space 2?G as a common invariant domain. 
It can also be viewed as a homomorphism of & into operators u,(E) 
with D,J U) as a common invariant domain. So, we have two different 
operators urn(E) on Da;(U), and dU(E) on sG for each E E G. But, it is -- -- 
an easy consequence of [19, Theorem 1.31 that u,(E) = dU(E). In 
other words, ~2~ is dense in Dm( U). 
One consequence for unitary representations is that we do not have 
to specify on which domain we have essential self-adjointness of the 
infinitesimal operators. 
1. QUADRATIC EXPRESSIONS AND UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
The following result on the domain of infinitesimal operators will 
be important for many of our considerations. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Nelson-Stinespring [18]). Let U be a continuous 
representation of a Lie group G in a Banach space. Let P be an element in 
the enveloping algebra of G, and let A be a densely dejned and preclosed 
operator which satisfies the following two conditions. 
(I) The domain D(A) of A is invariant under all U( f ) with 
f E Corn(G). 
(2) AU( f )@ = U(Pf )@ for all @ E D(A). 
Then dU(P) is contained in the closure A- of A. 
Recall that dU(P) is always supposed to have the Girding vectors 
as domain of definition. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra Q. Let X0, 
X 1 9”., X, be elements of 6 which generate 6 as a Lie algebra, and let c 
be a real-valued Cm-function on G. Then the differential operator 
P = xi Xi2 + X0 + c on G is hypoelliptic. 
Proof. Suppose u and f are distributions on G satisfying Pu = f. 
Let Q be an open subset of G such that f E P’(Q), and let x be a point 
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in 52. We must show that u is C” in a neighborhood of x. If we take a 
coordinate neighborhood of x the problem reduces to the well-known 
one of hypoellipticity of a differential operator in an open domain V 
in Rd. P corresponds to a differential operator of the form Cl Xjz + 
X,, + c where Xj are real C” vector fields on V. It is easy to check 
Hormander’s condition for hypoellipticity in this setting [13]. The 
condition is that every real Cm-vector field on I’ is expressible as a 
linear combination with C”-coefficients of the elements X,, , Xi, . . ., X,, 
[Xi, x,1, [Xi, p-j 7 Xkl,... * It follows that u is smooth in a neigh- 
borhood of x. 
LEMMA 1.3 (Nelson-Stinespring [18]). Let u be a Cm positive 
defkite function on a Lie group, and let K be an arbitrary element in the 
enveloping algebra. Then 
(K+&)(e) >, 0. 
Proof. It is interesting to observe that the result can be obtained 
from representation theory. A standard result [8, p. 414 Theorem X4.41 
implies the existence of a cyclic unitary representation U of the Lie 
group G in question such that for all x E G: 
u(x) = (U(x)@, @) 
with respect to an inner product (s, *) and a cyclic vector @ E Do3( U). 
Moreover, (Eu)(e) = (dU(E)@, 0) f or every right-invariant differen- 
tial operator E on G, (E E 6). Here dU denotes the infinitesimal 
*-homomorphism described in the Introduction. Consequently, 
(K+Ku)(e) = (HU(K+K)@, @) = (dU(K)* dU(K)@, @) > 0, 
as claimed. 
The following is the main lemma in this section. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let U be a unitary representation of a Lie group G in a 
Hilbert space. Let X, ,..., Xr be a set of elements in the Lie algebra 6 
which generate 6 as a Lie algebra. Then the operator A = dU(C: Xj2) 
is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proof. Since the operator A is semibounded from above by zero, 
it is enough to show that the operator 1 - A has dense range 9. 
Then the result follows from the estimate 
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Now, fix an element @ in g which is orthogonal to 99. Then the scalar 
product ((I- A) U( f )@, @) vanishes for alIfE Corn(G). By a standard 
argument [18], this is equivalent to the function U(X) = (U(x)@, @) 
being a weak solution to the differential equation (1 - P)u = 0. By 
Lemma 1.2, the operator 1 - P is hypoelliptic, so u is actually smooth 
and a solution in the pointwise sense. In Lemma 3.1 we shall prove that 
the equation (1 - P)u = 0 has no non-zero-bounded solutions. 
But at this stage we prefer to invoke Lemma 1.3, 
0 = (1 - P) u(e) = u(e) - Z%(e) = u(e) + jj Xj+Xju(e) > u(e) = // @ I:*. 
1 
Hence @ = 0. This is in fact a weak maximum principle. 
THEOREM 1 .l. Let U be a unitary representation of a Lie group 
G in a Hilbert space 2. Let P = xl Xjz be an arbitrary quadratic 
expression in Lie algebra elements Xl ,..., X, . Then the operator dU(P) 
is essentially self-adjoint (on the space go of G&ding vectors for G). 
Proof. The trick is to apply Lemma 1.4 to the subgroup generated 
by the elements Xi ,..., X, . Let $5 be the smallest sub-Lie algebra of 6 
containing these elements, and let H be an analytic subgroup of G 
which has 6 as its Lie algebra [S]. Let V be the restriction of U to H. 
Then V is a unitary representation of H in %’ with Garding space 9H 
spanned by the vectors JHf(h) V(h)@ dh with f E Corn(H) and Q, E Z. 
dh is a left-invariant Haar measure on H. By Lemma 1.4 the operator 
dV(P) is essentially self-adjoint on 9H . The enveloping algebra of 33 
may be viewed as a subalgebra of the enveloping algebra of 6. We 
clearly want to invoke Lemma 1.1 at this stage. So we take for A the 
operator dU(P) on gc . It is densely defined and preclosed by an 
earlier remark. Let us check 
and 
that BG is invariant under V(f) withf E C,,“(H), (1) 
AV(f)@ = V(Pf)@ for all @ E 513~ . (2) 
The differential operator P only involves coordinates of the subgroup 
H, so it may be viewed as a differential operator on H. 
Proof of (1). Let @ be an element in 9G of the form 
CD = F(x) U(x)!l’dx 
s G 
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with F E Corn(G) and YE #, and let f be an element of C,“(H). It is 
easy to see that the partial convolution 
(f *F)(x) = /)(A) F(h-1 - x) dh 
defines an element f * F in C,“(G). Since both f and F have compact 
support, we can use Fubini’s theorem to get 
V(f)@ = U(f * F)Y E 9G. (3) 
This finishes the proof of (1). To check each step in the calculations 
for (2), we shall use the formula (3) on f and on Pf. Further, the 
identity 
P*(f*F) = (Pf)*F (4 
will be used. 
Now, let L denote the left regular representation of H in P( G). The 
partial convolution is then given by 
f * F = SHf(h)L(h)Fdh = L(Jc)F, 
and consequently, 
P . (f * F) = dL(P)L(f)F = L(Pf)F = (Pf) *F. 
Next, substitute (3) and (4) to get (2). 
AV(f)@ = dU(P) U(j*F)Y’ = U(P . (f * F))Y = U((Pj) *F)Y 
= V(Pf) U(F)Y = V(Pf)@. 
The conclusion of Lemma 1.1 reads 
In other words, 2 is a closed symmetric extension of W(P). But -- 
N(P) is self-adjoint, so by the hypermaximality we conclude that 
dV(P) = A, 
which in turn says that 2 is self-adjoint. This is what we wanted to 
prove. 
In order to treat expressions with first-order elements we need the 
following perturbation result. 
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PROPOSITION 1 .l . Let 9 be a dense linear subspace of a Hilbert 
space Z. Let S and A be symmetric operators with common domain 23. 
Suppose the following two conditions are satisfied. A > 0, and there is a 
constant C such that 
for all @ E 8. (5) 
Then A + S is essentially self-adjoint whenever, A is. 
Proof. Pick E with 0 < E < 1,iC. Then 
(A@, @) < E Ii A@ II2 + (l/e) II @ 112 for CD ELF. 
With a = E . C and b = [(l/e) + l]C we have a < 1 and 
II S@ 1;’ < a II A@ II2 + b II @ It2 for @E%. (6) 
We shall be done if we can show that for h with A2 > b * (1 - u)-’ the 
operators A + S + i8I.l have ranges equal to all of 2. But this is a 
standard perturbation trick due to Kato. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let U be a unitary representation of a Lie group G, 
and let X, ,..., X, be elements in the Lie algebra of G. Suppose X is a 
real linear combination of these elements. Then the operator 
is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.1. Put 
A = c - dlJ(Xj2) and S = i dU(X). 
It is then a triviality to check that estimate (5) holds with a constant C 
which only depends on X. 
Remark. The Introduction contains an example where dU(X2+iY) 
is not essentially self-adjoint. It seems reasonable to expect that 
dU(--C Xj2 + ix) is always essentially self-adjoint if X belongs to the 
Lie algebra generated by Xi ,.,., X, . But we have not been able to 
prove this. It is also not known to us whether the Kato-boundedness 
condition (6) can be replaced by a condition 
II s@ II2 G a II AN@ II2 + b II @ /12, 
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where N > 1 is a fixed integer. An affirmative answer to the last 
question would imply an affirmative answer to the first one as well, in 
view of the results of Section 2. 
Let us given an application to quantum field theory. Theorem 1.3 
of [19] is going to be important for our present purpose. 
As for the field theory, we will keep the notation of [26]. Let G be 
the PoincarC group; U a unitary representation of G in a Hilbert 
space 2; A -+ S(A) is a matrix representation of SL(2, C) by n x n 
matrices. Let M be space-time, and Y(M) the Schwartz-space of 
rapidly decreasing test functions on M. For f E Y’(M) the fields 
vi( f ),..., v,(f) together with their adjoints are defined on a common 
dense invariant domain D. Y,, E D is going to be the vacuum state, and 
D, is defined to be the space of vectors obtained from the vacuum by 
applying polynomials in the fields to Y, . The transformation laws are 
k=l 
(7) 
with u = {a, A} E G and 
w4f)(m) = fW1 - cm - 4) for mEM. 
D, is assumed to be dense in Z. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. D, is a dense linear subspace of D,.,,(U). 
Remark. The proposition says that D, is contained in D,,,(U). 
Furthermore, for all Y E 0,-J U), all E > 0, and all P in the enveloping 
algebra of G, there exists an element @ of D, such that 
I/ dU(P)Y - dU(P)@ 11 < E. 
Proof. A typical element in D, is of the form 
fPdfi> %,(fi) . * * %,W% 2 (8) 
with elements fi , fi ,..., f,. in Y(M). It follows from the definition 
of 9’(M) that for fixed f E Y(M) the mapping 
of G into Y(M) is of class Cm(G, Y(M)). Indeed, f and all its deriva- 
tives vanish rapidly at infinity, so they can be viewed as smooth 
functions on the compactification MC of space time M. But continuous 
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functions on a compact metric space are uniformly continuous. From 
this it follows that the difference quotients of the values (9) converge. 
Consequently, the mapping 
u + Wb)fl > qu)f, 9.a.s wJ).fr) (10) 
of G into S@(M)’ is of class C”. Y(M)r is the product of Y(M) with 
itself r times. It follows from the axioms in I of [26] that the mapping 
R,(.> V&C) ... P&c> yo (11) 
is a continuous and multilinear operator of Y(M)’ into Z’. (Use 
a standard result on joint continuity.) 
It is elementary that a smooth map followed by a continuous 
multilinear map is indeed smooth. Consequently, the composition 
of (10) and (11) is smooth. 
Let us finally use the fact that every finite dimensional representa- 
tion is smooth (in fact, analytic [S]) to conclude that the mapping 
is smooth of G into X. Here we have written Sjl,(g) for S+(A-l) 
with 0 = (a, A}. 
But, by means of the transformation laws (7) the expression in (12) 
can be rewritten in the form 
and it follows that the vector given by (8) belongs to Dm( U), and 
consequently that D, is contained in Dm( U). 
To show that D, is dense in Dno( U) we only have to verify that D, 
is invariant under U(o) with u E G. This is an application of [ 19, 
Theorem 1.31. The invariance follows directly from the transformation 
laws (7), or from the equality of the vectors in (12) and (13). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let us consider a field theory with the notation as 
above. Let P be an element of the enveloping algebra 8 of the Poincare’ 
group G such that dU(P) is essentially self-adjoint on the G&ding space. 
Then the restriction of dU(P) to D, is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proof. Let P satisfy the condition of the theorem, and let A be 
the common closure of the two operators urn(P) and dU(P). Now, 
since the Dm( U) topology is stronger than the graph topology of -- 
A, the equality A IDO = A lD,(V) follows directly from Proposition 1.2. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Consider a field theory with the notation as above. 
Let 
P = -1 Xi2 + iX 
j=l 
be any quadratic sum ofLie algebra elements, uch that X is a real linear 
combination of the elements XI ,..., X, . Then the restriction of dU(P) 
to D, is essentially self-adjoint. 
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR QUADRATIC EXPRESSIONS 
Theorem 1.2 in [ 191 was proved by elliptic regularity. For hypo- 
elliptic equations this tool is not available in general. However, it 
turns out that a “subelliptic” estimate can do the job for us. 
Let G be a Lie group, and let U be a continuous representation of 
G in B. The FrCchet spaces D,(U) are introduced in the Introduction. 
If A is an operator in g we define D,(A) to be 0; D(Ap). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let U be a continuous representation of a Lie group G 
in a Banach space 33. Let X0 , X, ,..., X, be a generating set for the Lie 
algebra of G. Let A be the closure of dU(C: Xj2 + X0). Then 
and the topology determined by the seminorms @ -+ 11 A”@ 11 is identical 
with the orsginal topology on D&U). 
Proof. One of the inclusions is trivial. Put P = Ci Xi2 + X0 . 
Fix elements Cp E D,(A) and @‘ in the dual of 3. We want to show 
that the mapping u(x) = (U(X)@, @‘) is smooth. Then we shall be 
finished by a standard result on weak differentiality [19]. Define for 
KZ > 0, fn(x) = (U(x) A”@, @‘) and f. = u. Then all the functions 
f, are continuous, and they are weak solutions to the infinite system 
Pfn =fn+1 .I We can assume that we are working in a neighborhood o 
of zero in Rd, and thus apply estimates from [13]. The norms will 
from now on be the usual Sobolev norms. We want to show that u 
belongs to H$,(w). 
1 Strictly speaking, P has to be replaced by the corresponding left-invariant differen- 
tial operator on G. But that makes no difference for our argument, 
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By Friedrich’s lemma [ll], it is enough to show that for all s E R, 
and all 5 E C,““(w) we have 
SUP II S&u lls < a, 
a>0 
where S, are the mollifiers introduced in [13]. Fix 5 and ii in Corn(,) 
such that [i is identically equal to one in supp 5. Since Pu = fi we get 
by estimate (17) in [13] for s = 0, 
If we take supremum over 6, the right-hand side remains bounded, 
because u and fi both belong to CO(w), so one concludes that 
u E H;,,(w). Replacing u and fi by fi and fi , respectively, one gets by 
the same argument fi E H;,,(w). 
The next step is to apply estimate (17) in [13] for s = E to u and fi 
to get that u E H:,‘,(w). It is now clear how to proceed. 
The fact about the topologies follows from the closed graph theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let U be a continuous representation of a Lie 
group G. Let X, ,..., X,. be arbitrary elements in the Lie algebra of G, 
and let Q be a polynomium in the elements X, ,..., X, , [Xi , Xi], 
[xi 7 [xj 3 xk]],*** - Then there exists a constant C and an integer N 
such that 
II dWC?P II < C . (11 dU (i xj2)” @ /I + !I @ II), 
1 
for all G&ding vectors @. 
Remark. For nonuniformly bounded representation there is a 
domain problem. In order to solve it one has to introduce a space of 
rapidly decreasing functions (see Section 3). 
For 1 < p < 03, let 9%“(G) be the space of distributions whose 
right-invariant derivations all belong to Lp(G). An application of the 
corollary to the left regular representation of G in Lp(G) with 
1 < p < o gives the LP-estimates, 
for all u E Z@*“(G). The constant C, depends on p, but the integer 
N is independent ofp. It depends on the structure of G.2 
2 The author has been informed that Folland-Stein, and Jenkins-Hulanicki at 
present seem to be concerned about the order of magnitude of N for various nilpotent 
Lie groups. We obtained the above Lp-estimate in February 1974. 
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The proofs use the space @‘T”(G). Convolution with the kernels 
p”(e) from Lemma 3.5 leaves &%“(G) invariant, due to Theorem 2.1. 
3. NONUNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
Introduction 
Let us consider an arbitrary continuous representation U of a Lie 
group G in a Banach space a. The notation 6,b, dU, 9G , D(Y), and 
Dm( U) is introduced in the beginning of the paper. 
The development is as in Section 1 in two parts. If P = C: Xj2 + X0 
we shall first assume that the Xi’s generate 6 as a Lie algebra. In the 
second part of the argument the Xj’s will be arbitrary elements in 6. 
They generate an analytic subgroup H of G, and the theory from the 
first part applies to the restriction of U to H. Finally, Lemma 1.1 is 
used to pull back the results to G. 
However, there is an important difference between the situation 
with vanishing X0 and nonvanishing X0. We shall say that P is 
homogeneous and nonhomogeneous, respectively. The difference is 
due to the fact that we can apply Hormander’s theorem on hypo- 
ellipticity [13] to the differential operator Ci Xi2 - (a/at) on R+ x G. 
The convolution-kernel p’ is the solution to the Canchy problem: 
(P-$)u=O, and u=& at t=O. 
Consequently, p”(e) belongs to Cm@+ x G) if P is homogeneous. But, 
this is not true for inhomogeneous P. (Example: G = R, P = d/dx, 
P”(X) = S(x + 4, h w ere 6 is the Dirac-measure (S,f) = f(O).) 
In any case, P is the infinitesimal generator of a convolution-semi- 
group of probability measures pt on G, such that the solution to the 
Canchy problem, 
(I’--$)u=O, and u=.f at t=O, 
isu =pt*f. 
Convolution with pt does not leave Corn(G) invariant, and this is one 
reason for introducing a new space 9’ of rapidly decreasing functions. 
As in the Introduction to Section 1, L is the left regular representa- 
tion of G in Ll(G). We have identified P in d with dL(P). 
It is shown that convolution with pt defines a strongly continous 
semigroup in L1(G) whose infinitesimal generator is equal to the 
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closure P of P. From Theorem 2.1 we have the equality D=(L) = 
D,(P). Generally, the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup commutes 
with the semigroup, so we have 
p . (p” *f) = pt * W) for all fE D,(L). 
It follows that D,(L) is invariant under convolution with pt. It takes 
an extra argument to see that Y is invariant. 
It is known [7, Lemma 31 that every real function on G which 
saitsfies 
PbY) G PW P(Y) for all x, y E G 
is of at most exponential growth. On applying this to p(x) = /I U(x)11 
we get that there is a constant c 3 0 such that 
II U(x)11 < ec(l+fsl) for all x E G. 
This is used to show that the integrals JG dp,(x) U(x) are convergent, 
and define a continuous semigroup in a whose infinitesimal generator 
is precisely equal to dU(P). Th e crucial point is invariance of O(Y) 
under the above semigroup. 
If P is homogeneous the semigroup can be continued analytically 
to complex time. 
To start, we fix elements X0 , Xi ,..., X, which generate 6 as a Lie 
algebra and set P equal to C Xi2 + X0 . 
The following maximum principle is an important tool. 
LEMMA 3.1. For h > 0 the difJeerentia1 equation 
(A - P)u = 0 
has no non-zero-bounded solutions. 
Proof. By hypoellipticity all the solutions are smooth. Let w be a 
normal neighborhood of the identity in G [8], and let & be the 
boundary of w. By 13, Theorem 5.21, the Dirichlet problem 
(A - P)u = 0, and u j aoJ = 9) (1) 
has one and only one solution u E C(S) for all g, E C(&J). Furthermore, 
the mapping v --f u is continuous from C(&) into C(W). The functional 
v -+ u(e) is positive by the maximum principle of [3]. Hence, the 
Riesz-Markoff-theorem implies the existence of a regular positive 
measure v on &J such that 
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for all y E C(a w and u E C(G) which are solutions to (1). By right ) 
invariance of the differential operator P we have 
for all x E G, (2) 
and for every solution u to (X - P)u = 0. A final application of the 
maximum principle gives the strict inequality v(ao) < 1. Combining 
this with (2) yields 
for every bounded real solution u. We have used 11 u Ilrn for sup{] u(x)]; 
x E G}. Since P is real it is enough to consider real solutions. The 
conclusion of the lemma follows from (3). This proof is influenced 
by i381. 
LEMMA 3.2. If U is a bounded representation of a Lie group in a 
Banach space Sl’, then the range of the operator h - dU(P) is dense in Z8 
for x > 0. 
Proof. By a standard argument (see Section 1) we show that if @’ 
is an element of the dual of 99 which annihilates the range of X - d U(P), 
and if Q, E &?, then the continuous function u defined by u(x) = 
(@‘, U(X)@) for x E G is a weak solution to (X - P)u = 0. Conse- 
quently, u vanishes by the previous lemma. The density follows from 
the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
Let C,(G) be the space of continuous functions on G vanishing at 
infinity. Equip this space with the supremum norm 11 u llQI . If M is the 
left regular representation of G in C,,(G), we denote by C2 the space 
D,(M). C2 is clearly contained in the domain of the closure P of P. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a positive regular bounded measure pA 
on G such that convolution with pA inverts the operation X - P in 
C,,(G) for X > 0. The total variation of pA is at most X-l. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 the range of h - P is dense in C,,(G). By a 
simple maximum principle we can verify the estimate 
IlO - p>u IL 2 h II u Ilm for all u E C2. (4) 
Indeed, suppose that (4) does not hold for some u E C2. Then / u 1 
assumes a positive maximum at some point x in G. After multiplication 
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with a suitable eis we may suppose that U(X) is positive. If h is the real 
part of u we get 
h(x) = Ah(x) < (A - P) h(x) = Re{(X - P) u(x)} SC li(X - P)u lo= c Au(x) 
This is a contradiction, so the estimate (4) must hold. We have proved 
existence of a bounded resolvent (A - P)-’ with norm at most h-l. 
By the maximum principle of [3] the resolvent is positive. But 
positivity can also be proved directly by an approximate identity 
argument. 
Finally, we have to show existence of a regular measure pA on G 
such that 
44 = jG dPdY)f(Y .x1, 
for all u E D(P) with (A - P)u = f and x in G. The argument involves 
the Riesz-Markoff theorem, together with right invariance of P. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let U be a uniformly bounded representation of G in 
a Banach space 3. Let p,, be the measures constructed in Lemma 3.3. Then 
is a bounded inverse to A - dU(P) for X > 0. Furthermore, dU(P) is 
the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup 
T, given by 
(5) 
Proof. Having Lemma 3.3 in mind it is easy to check the conditions 
of the Hille-Phillips-Yosida theorem [5]. The theorem says that 
dU(P) is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi- 
group which is given by (5). If M = sup{// U(x)li; x E G}, then 
11 T,@ j/ < M jj @ 11 for t > 0 and Q, E &? which shows that (T,) is a 
contraction semigroup. In our applications M will be equal to one. 
Let us give applications to the left regular representation of G in 
C,,(G) and in Lp(G) for 1 < p < co, respectively. (We are only 
interested in p = 1.) 
LEMMA 3.5. There is a convolution semigroup qf probability 
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measures pl on G such that the closure of P in C,(G) is the infinitesimal 
generator of the semigroup T,given by 
T@(x) = s, dpt(y) @(y-l . x) = (P” * @)(x)9 
for t > 0 and @ E C,(G). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.4 to the left regular representation of G 
in C,(G) to obtain a semigroup given by formula (5). This semigroup 
is clearly positive, because the resolvent kernels pA constructed in 
Lemma 3.3 are positive. The conclusion of this lemma follows from the 
usual application of the Riesz-Markoff theorem, and of right invariance 
of the differential operator P. 
If the Xj’s do not generate 0 we can still get the result by passing 
to the analytic subgroup generated by the Xj’s. In this way we have 
derived one part of Theorem 5.1 in [lo]. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let pr be the probability measures constructed in 
Lemma 3.5. Let L be the left regular representation of G in L@(G) for 
l<p<oo. 
Then the integral 
(6) 
defines a strongly continous contraction semigroup in Lp(G) whose 
in$nitesimalgenerator is equal to the closure of P in Lp(G). 
Proof. It is easy to show that S, , given by (6), is a contraction 
semigroup on Lp(G). If we can show that the generator of this semi- 
group is equal to the closure P of P in Lp(G) we shall be done. How- 
ever, we know by Lemma 3.4 that P is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous contraction semigroup T, given by (5). According 
to Lemma 3.5 the two semigroups S, and T, coincide on the continous 
functions with compact support. By continuity they coincide every- 
where, and hence have the same infinitesimal generators. 
Remark. Of course, one could have obtained Lemma 3.6 from 
Hunt’s results [lo]. When we have chosen not to do so it is because 
our method gives additional information about the support of the 
measures pt. Indeed, let H be the analytic subgroup generated by an 
arbitrary set of elements X,, ,.,., X, in Q. Let R: C,,(G) -+ C(H) be the 
natural restriction mapping. Lemma 3.5 gives us a convolution 
semigroup {ptj of probability measures on H. If R’ is the transpose of 
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the restriction mapping R, then {R’pt} is a convolution semigroup of 
probability measures on G. There are some details to check but they 
are not deep. One has to consider the left regular presentation of H in 
G(G). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let {p”> b e a convolution semigroup of probability 
measures on G whose infinitesimal generator is equal to C Xj2 + X0 for 
some elements Xi in 6. Then the following condition is satisjied. 
For all t, c :> 0 there exists a constant k such that 
for all Y 3 0 and all s < t. 
Proof. In the special case where the probability measures pt are 
generated by the Laplace operator on G the proposition is due to 
Nelson [17, Lemma 8. l] and GBrding [7, Lemma 7.11. Nelson’s 
probabilistic proof can be generalized to yield (7) for arbitrary P; 
whereas Garding’s proof, which is based on a certain energy estimate, 
only generalizes to the special case where X,, = 0. To the best of our 
knowledge there is no analytic proof of the decay property (7) when 
P = C Xj2 + X0 is inhomogeneous, that is, X0 + 0. However, 
Nelson’s proof [17, pp. 594-5961 goes over almost word for word 
in the case where P is inhomogeneous and nonelliptic, and the 
modifications needed are also based on Nelson’s early work [16]. 
The only difference is that in general the diffusion process generated 
by P does not have transition functions, merely transition densities. In 
other words, the measures pt do not have to be functions. (Consider, 
for example, translation on the real line.) For given h :-- 0, a Markoff 
process with values in the one-point compactification of G can be 
constructed such that h dt is the probability of the particle’s being 
killed in the time interval dt. The transitions for infinitely short time 
are given by a local operator P (a differential operator without constant 
term). Therefore, the particle can only come from an infinitely short 
distance in an infinitely short time, and the sample paths must be 
continuous (except for measure zero). 
To convince the expert in Markoff processes, these heuristic 
remarks may suffice. But the nonexperts in probability theory (the 
author is one of them!) may feel uneasy. Therefore, we comment on 
some of the modifications in Nelson’s proof (which itself is not very 
detailed in the first place). 
Note first that by construction (Lemma 3.5) the measures p’ have 
.580/20!2-3 
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support contained in the subgroup generated by X0 ,.. ., X, . Hence 
we may, and shall, assume from the outset that this subgroup is 
equal to G. 
The added difficulty in working with a nonelliptic generator lies 
in making sense of Pt(E) f or B orel-subsets E of G, and in showing that 
for fixed E, x + p”(x-lE) is B orel-measurable in x. The measure p” 
for t > 0 is given in the proof of Lemma 3.5. Let C,, be the space of 
continuous functions on G vanishing at infinity. Then f + TJ (e) 
defines a positive linear functional on C, . Hence by the Riesz-Markoff 
theorem, pl is a regular Borel-measure on G. This is enough to ensure 
that the mapping x +pt(x-lE) i; measurable in x for every Bore1 
subset E of G, as the reader can check. One can also get measurability 
from a general result on convolution of measures on locally compact 
groups [9, Vol. II, p. 7271. 
The measure pt has a stronger regularity property. It is the limit 
of smoothing resolvent kernels in the sense of Lemma 3.4: 
We claim that for each A > 0 there is an F,, ELI(G) such that the 
restriction of FA to G\{e} is of class C”, and 
/A,, = F,(x) dx. 
To prove this, observe that in the weak sense (h - P)P~ = 6 (the 
Dirac measure on G). Hence by Lemma 1.2, p,, has its singular support 
at the origin. This means that for some FA with the desired property 
and for some constant a, , we have pA = F,(x) dx + a,$. The regularity 
theorem of Section 2, combined with Theorem 4 of [15] shows that 
there is an integer n such that pfn is of the form fn(x) dx for some 
fA E L*(G). An element p,, E L1(G) can also be determined such that 
@ = If;(x) dx + aA%. Hence a, = 0, and the claim follows. 
Measurability of x + pt(x-l * E) is an immediate consequence. 
For positive h we consider the diffusion process which starts at the 
identity e and has transition densities given by e-““p”(a). In more 
detail: Let G be the compactification of G with the point co, and let Q 
be the compact Hausdorff space nts[o,m) G. Let g be the Bore1 
subsets of G. 
The initial distribution is equal to the point mass at e. From time s 
to t, the transition densities depend only on t - s. They are given for 
xEGand EEgasin [17] by 
pAt(x, E) = ecAtpt(x-l(E CT G)) + (1 - e-At) xE(co), 
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and 
where the symbol xE is used for the indicator function of a subset E 
of G. To see that the measures p, 1 form transition densities for a 
stationary Markoff process [4], one checks that for fixed t > 0 and 
x E G, E +pA1(x, E) is a probability measure on the Bore1 subsets of 
G. Moreover, x -+P~~(x, E) is measurable in x when E is held fixed. 
The measures E +pt(xW1 * E), and E --+P~‘(x, E) are denoted by 
pyx, dr) and p,yx, u’y), respectively. 
Finally, the Chapman-Kolmogoroff equation, 
ps+k E) = j P% dY) P”(Y, El, 
is a consequence of the semigroup property (Lemma 3.5). The same 
identity must hold for the measures phb, as one can verify by a simple 
computation. Given the transition densities, there is a canonical way 
of constructing a corresponding diffusion process. As usual the random 
variables {f,; t E [0, co)) are defined by fl(w) = w(t) for all w E Q. 
Let Y be the u-algebra generated by the sets {w; f,(w) E E) when t 
varies in [0, co) and E in 5?. Then there is a unique probability 
measure Pr defined on 9 such that for every E, ,..., E,, E: .9? and 
0 < t, < t, < *-* < t,, 
WStl E El , Et, E E, ,..., &, E En) 
= jEl P:lb $1 s, P?--“(Xl ’ dx,) j . . . j p;n-tn-l(xn--l , h,). 
2 En 
Furthermore, the G-valued random variables EJ~ form a stationary 
Markoff process with transition densitiesp,,” [4, Chap. II, Sect. 61. 
Following [16] we observe next that with probability one the sample 
paths are continuous until the particle is killed. Since the process is 
stationary, and translation invariant (p”(yx, YE) = pt(x, E)), it is 
enough to show that for every 6 > 0, 
iiF+ t-‘pt({x; / x 1 > S}) = 0. Y-J 
Continuity of the sample paths then follows from [16, Theorem 21. 
As in the introduction j x j is the distance from x to the origin in G with 
respect to a fixed left-invariant Riemannian metric on G. 
To verify (*), fix 8 > 0 and let x denote the indicator function of 
Es = {XX; / x 1 > 6). Let f be a nonnegative C” function on G such 
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that f is identically equal to zero in the neighborhood (x; j x 1 < 6/2} 
and equal to one in E8 . We have 
lirir+ t-lpt *f(e) = (Pf)(e) = 0, 
since P is local; and 
0 < t-‘pt * x(e) < t-f *f(e), 
since x < f. The desired property (*) follows. 
In the sequel, therefore, we may, and shall assume that the sample 
paths o are continuous until the particle is killed. Subsets of Q of 
measure zero play no role in the arguments. 
From this point on, our proof is identical with that of Nelson 
[17, p. 595-j. F or the sake of completeness indications are given. 
For r > 0, let the random variable 7,, be defined by T,(W) = 
inf(t; 1 w(t)] > } r with the convention that the infimum over the 
empty set is co. Then the regularity assumptions of [2, Theorem 1.11 
are satisfied. Hence T? is a stopping time in the following sense. The 
stochastic process ct’ defined by S,‘(W) = tt++)(~) has the strong 
Markoff property. It starts from 7r , has the same transition densities 
as tt, and is independent of times earlier than or. 
For each r > 0 the set of (continuous) particles that travel at least 
distance r during a time interval [0, t] is denoted by r(t, I). The 
corresponding probabilities, Pr r(t, r), are denoted by q(X, t, r). 
Similarly, for r’ > 0 consider the set r of particles UJ that travel 
at least distance r’ from the point w(T&w)) during a time interval 
[T&‘-)), Tr(w) + 6 
Clearly, r(t, r + r’) C r(t, r) n I’. Using left invariance of the 
metric and the transition densities, combined with the properties of 
Tr , we get Pr(r / r(t, r)} = Pr r(t, r’), and the inequality 
q(k t, r + 0 < 4(& t, r> dk t, r’> (**) 
follows. 
Take a > 0 such that q(X, t, u) > 0. (This is possible.) Then 
repeated application of (* *) leads to 
q(h, t, r) < q(h, t, a)(@-1 for all r > a. 
In view of (*) we have lim A+m q(h, t, u) = 0. So for given t > 0 and 
c > 0 there is a h such that (l/u) log q(h, t, a) < -c. If we put 
k = eAt q(h, t, u)-l and combine the inequalities above with 
e-Asp”(&) < q(h t, y) for s E [O, t], 
the desired estimate pS(E,) < K e- for 0 < s < t follows. 
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Remark. Girding’s energy estimate [7, Lemma 7. l] for the Laplace 
operator generalizes to arbitrary P of the form xi Xi2. By the argument 
in the beginning of the proof above, we may assume that Xi ,..., X, 
generate 6 as a Lie algebra. Then the (weak) solution pl to 
(a/at - P)u = 0 with initial condition u = 6 at t = 0 belongs to 
C”(lR x G) by Hormander’s theorem [ 11, 131. A modification of 
Girding’s energy estimate yields finiteness of the integral 
s 
pt *f(x) eclzl dx, 
G 
for all c, t > 0 and all f E C,“(G). Applying Fubini’s theorem twice 
to this integral one can show that the integral 
i 
dpt(x) ecizi 
G 
(8) 
is convergent for c, t > 0. 
Let us summarize the preceding results in the following 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let {pq be the convolution semigroup of probability 
measures constructed in Lemma 3.5. Let U be a continous representation 
of G in a Banach space &I. Then the integral 
! - dPY4 w4 (9) 
is convergent for t > 0 and defines a strongly continous semigroup in g 
whose infinitesimal generator is equal to the closure of dU(P). 
Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from the fact that 
a continous representation grows at most exponentially. If t, c > 0 the 
integral 
s 
dpt(x) eclrl 
G 
is finite because of Proposition 3.1. Indeed, by (7) we have for cl > c, 
Strong continuity follows from this together with Lemma 3.5. Thus, 
(9) defines a strongly continuous semigroup T, . In order to find its 
infinitesimal generator we introduce the space Sp of rapidly decreasing 
functions on G (see Introduction). 
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The crucial point is that Y is invariant under convolution with p”. 
LetL be the left regular representation of G inLl(G), and P the closure 
of P in Li(G). Then by Lemma 3.6 P is the infinitesimal generator of 
the contraction semigroup in U(G) given by L(p”) = pt * f. Since 
L(p? commutes with its infinitesimal generator H it follows that 
DJP) is invariant. But Da(P) = D,(L) by Theorem 2.1. 
Now, let f E ,4”, c, t > 0, and E E d be given, and let us show that 
the integral 
s e+l 1 E(pt *f) - (x)1 dx (10) G 
is finite. 
Suppose E E &, , the real linear subspace of & of elements of order 
G/z, and let 1 Ad(y-l)l be the norm of the linear map Ad(y-l) in b, . 
Then by the homomorphism property of Ad(*) there is a c1 >, 0 such 
that 
1 Ad(y-‘)I < e’l(‘+“‘) for all y E G. (11) 
Now, 
E * (P” * f> = jG W(y) Wy)f 
= I G @Yy)W) Ad(P) Ef. 
There are elements Eki E gI, such that 
I WY-l) -Ef(x)I G I AdW)l~ I -%Wl. 
i 
The integral 
s 
dpt(y) e(C+Cl) iYl 
s ec”’ 1 Eif(x)l dx 
(12) 
is finite, by Proposition 3.1 and the definition of Y. If we combine (11) 
and (12) finiteness of the integral (10) follows from Fubini’s theorem. 
The space D(Y) is defined in the Introduction. The integral 
U(f) = jGf (x) U(x) dx 
defines for every f E Y a bounded operator in g which maps 3 into 
D(Y). Let Tt be the semigroup given by (9), and let C be its infinites- 
imal generator. Then 
TtU(f) = uPt *f), and &(p”*f) =p**Pf (13) 
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for t > 0, and f E Y. We want to show that D(Y) is invariant under 
T, and contained in the domain D(C) of the generator C. This can be 
read of from (13) and the following identity (h > 0). 
kl[TIL -I] TfU(f) = h-1 if+, TsU(Pf) ds. 
-t (14) 
It follows from [19, Corollary 1.21 that D(Y) is a core for C, i.e., 
C = C ID(Yj . Letting h + 0 and t -+ 0 in (14) we get 
and the conclusion of Proposition 3.2 follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let U be a continuous representation of a Lie group 
GinaBanachspaceSY.LetX,,,..., X, be elements in the Lie algebra of G. 
Then the closure of 
dU (1 Xjz + X0) 
is the injkitesimal generator of a strongly continous semigroup in 99 given 
bY 
s W(4 W), G 
where {p”> is a convolution semigroup of probability measures on G. The 
measures pt are supported on the subgroup of G generated by the Xi’s. 
Proof. Let V be the restriction of U to the subgroup of G generated 
by the Xi’s,. Let P = C Xi2 + X,, , A = dU(P), and B = dV(P). 
Then Lemma I .l and the “partial convolution” argument from 
Section 1 give the inclusion, 
Hence, for h > 0, 
B _C d (15) 
(A - B)-1 c (A - X)-l. (16) 
But (A - B)-l is bounded for h sufficiently large by Proposition 3.2. 
Thus, we get equality in (16), and hence in (I 5), so the theorem 
follows from the preceding lemmas. 
Finally, let us consider analytic continuation of time. Suppose that P 
is homogeneous and that the elements X1 ,..., X,. generate 8 as a Lie 
algebra. Then we know that P viewed as an operator in L2(G) is 
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essentially self-adjoint on Corn(G), and that the solution p’(e) to the 
Cauchy problem, 
au Pu -= 9 at u = a, at t=O, 
belongs to C”(R+ x G). Furthermore, the integral 
s 
eclf’l p”(y) dy (17) 
G 
converges for c, t > 0. 
By the spectral theorem one defines a holomorphic semigroup in 
L2(G), eCp for 5 = t + is with t > 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For t > 0, p’(e) is square-integrable, and 
pr = eisPpt for t > 0, 08) 
de$nes a kernel for etP such that 
ecP@(x) = JGP’(Y) @(y-lx) dr 
for all @ E L2( G). M oreover, the mapping 5 --t pi is holomorphic from the 
open right half-plane into L2( G). 
Proof. Throughout the proof the Hilbert space L2(G) is defined 
with respect to a fixed left-invariant Haar measure dx on G. All 
integrals are over G with this measure. Note first that the modular 
function (T of G corresponding to dx grows at most like an exponential; 
i.e., for some w < co we have 
44 G exp(w I x I> for all x E G. (19 
A slight strengthening of the remark after the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.1 is needed. We claim that for all c, t > 0, 
s 
pt(~)~ exp(c 1 x I) dx < co. 
G 
(20) 
(In particular, ps belongs to L2(G) for all t > 0.) The proof uses the 
identity 
pyx-1) “(x-1) = p”(x) for all t > 0 and x E G. (21) 
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The reader can show that (21) follows from the fact that P is real and 
self-adjoint. Given c, t > 0, then (21) and (17) imply that the function 
f(x) = PW 44 exp(c I x I) 
belongs to Lr(G), so that by Lemma 3.6, pt J: f is finite everywhere. 
In particular, 
pf *f(e) = J” p”(x)f(x-’ . e) dx 
= 
s 
pt(x)pt(x-l) u(x-l) exp(c j x-l 1 dx 
= 
s 
p”(x)” exp(c j x i) dx < co, 
as claimed. 
Next we use finiteness of the integral (20) to show that for every 
t > 0, pt is a continuous vector for right-translation, y --+ R, on 
P(G). In general, y + R, is not strongly continuous with respect to 
left-invariant Haar measure. To show that y -+ R,pr, for fixed t, is 
continuous into L2(G) it is enough to consider elements y in a “small” 
compact neighborhood of the identity in G, Nsay. In view of (19)-(21) 
the numbers 
- c, = 
(J 
1 pt(y-l . x-l) o(y)-l - pt(x+)12 u(x-‘)” ds)1’2 
are finite for y E N, and remain bounded when y varies in N. 
Equation (21) and the Cauchy-Schwartz theorem are used next. 
I 1 p”(x . y) - p”(x)\” dx 
- = 
J 
1 p”((x . y)-‘) u&y)-l - @(x-l) u(x-‘)I” dx 
= J 1 pyy-‘x-1) u(y-1) - pyx-‘)I u(x-y ! pt(y-1x-l) u(y-1) - p”(x-‘)I 
x ,(x-1)1/z dx 
< C, (j 1 pt(y-lx-l) u(y-l) - pt(r1)12 u(x-‘) dx)1’2 
< C, (j 1 pt(y-lx) u(y-‘) - p”(x)l” dx)1’2. 
The last expression converges to zero for y + e because of strong 
continuity of the left regular representation of G in L2( G). 
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The function pb defined in (18) belongs to L2( G), and we claim that 
5 +pC is holomorphic in the open right half-plane. The idea in the 
proof is as follows. Pick an approximate identity (F,) in C,“(G) with 
F, >, 0 and JF,(y-l) dy = 1. I n every closed half-plane Re 5 > t, 
for fixed t, > 0 we show that pC is the uniform limit of ecPF, = PC *F, 
for n -+ co. Since the La( G)-valued function t[ + ecpFn is holomorphic 
for every n, by the spectral theorem, the claim follows from a standard 
result in complex function theory. 
Consider (R,pl)(x) = p”(~y) and the L2(G) norm of R,pt - pt. For 
each n and t, the integral 
vntt> = j- II 4,~~ - pt II F,(P) dr (22) 
is well defined because the integrand is continuous in y by the previous 
claim. 
We claim next that p),(t) is decreasing as a function of t for each n. 
That is d/dt vn(t) < 0 for t > 0. In what follows the notation ( , ) and 
(1 11 is used for the inner product and the norm, respectively in L2(G), 
and a, for a/at. A standard formula for the derivative of the norm 
gives 
4 II R,pt - pt II = Re(& W - W, 4,~~ -P”) II 4,~~ - Pt ll-1 
= (R&‘P’ - Ppt, R,pt -P”) II R,pt - pt l/-l 
= (VW -P”), R,pt -P”) II R,pt - pt 11-l < 0. 
We have used that the fact that P (identified with dL(P)) commutes 
with R, , together with the fact that P is a negative operator. Differen- 
tiation under the integral sign in (22) finally gives a&t) < 0, which 
concludes the proof of the claim. 
The claims above can now be combined to yield the desired 
approximation. Consider a closed half-plane Re 5 > t, for fixed 
t, > 0. For all 5 = t + is with t >, t, we have the estimates q,(t) < 
sG.J~ and 
llPr*~n-Pprll =IIe”“pW*~n-Pt)ll =IIP”*F,-P’II 
= 11 j- (R,P~ - P”)F~W) dr I/ G j- II 4,~~ - pt IlJ’n(~-l) dy 
< -1 II R,P~” - pto II F,(Y-‘) dy - 0 for n--t co, 
which gives an approximation of 5 -+ pl uniformly on compact subsets 
of the open right half-plane by a sequence of holomorphic functions 
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5 -+ eCPF The statement that the last term converges to zero for 
n + co t ‘a simple consequence of the fact that pto is a continuous 
vector for right-translation in L2(G). 
4. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
The final section shows by an example that the infinitesimal 
Laplace operator for an operator Lie algebra is on occasion the infini- 
tesimal generator of a holomorphic semigroup in the open right 
half-plane in cases where the Lie algebra is not the differential of a 
strongly continuous group representation. For the purpose of our 
present paper we illustrate in this way that Section 3 does not tell the 
whole story about holomorphic semigroups generated by Laplacians 
or sub-Laplacians. Our construction uses Theorem 2.1, or an earlier, 
weaker version of that theorem [19, Theorem 1.21 due to Poulsen. For 
the purpose of a future paper [12] on exponentiation of non-Hermitian 
operator Lie algebras the example illustrates the difference between 
Hermitian and non-Hermitian Lie algebras of unbounded operators. 
(See also [17, Theorem 51.) 
The construction is relatively simple and can also be understood 
from the point of view of analytic vectors. Consider a quasisimple non- 
unitary representation of SL(2, R) in a Hilbert space X which is 
isomorphic to L2 of the unit circle. After a certain change of norm in 
Z the infinitesimal operator Lie algebra fails to exponentiate to a 
group representation. However, the corresponding Laplacian generates 
a holomorphic semigroup in the right half-plane and has a dense set of 
analytic vectors in the renormed space. 
In more detail: Let (e,} for n E Z be the canonical orthonormal basis 
for Z’. Let 3 be the space of (finite) linear combinations of the basis 
vectors. We study an operator Lie algebra 8 isomorphic to 42, R). 
It is given by operators A,, , A+ , and A- as follows. 
&en = (T + n) e, , A-e, = /lnen-1 , 
where 7 E [0, 1) is given, and 01, , /3, are sequences of real numbers 
satisfying 
Ol,&+l = 2m + n(n + 1) + T(T + 1) + q. 
The number q is the value of the Casimir operator. We define operators 
A, = +(A+ + A-) and A, = (1/2i)(A+ - A-), and put 6 equal to 
span(iA, , iA, , iA,). Each of these Lie algebras is known to exponen- 
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tiate to group representations in X [l, 121. Consider the example 
T = q = 0 and OL, = ,3, = n. Then 
-A = A,2 + A,2 + A,2 = 242 + q = 242. 
The renormed Hilbert space is given by the closure of an operator H: 
He, = exp(l n I!) e, for nE Z, 
as E = D(R) with graph norm, denoted by I[/ . II/. If the renormed Lie 
algebra were the infinitesimal Lie algebra of a group representation in 
E, then by Theorem 2.1 we can find a finite constant C and an 
integer N such that I/j A,p, I// < C(lll &‘p, Ilj + Ijl q~ 111) for all v E 9. 
However the above choice of norm violates the latter estimate for all 
finite C and N. One can also verify that the K-finite vectors e, are not 
analytic vectors for A, and A, viewed as operators in E. 
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Note added in proof. (1) The following corollary to the proof of Proposition 1.2 
is of some independent interest. Let z&‘(M) be the (dense) subspace of entire analytic 
functions which belong to Y(M). Let Dow denote the space of vectors obtained from 
the vacum by applying polynomials in the fields vi(f) with f E J&‘(M) to Ya. Then 
Dow is dense in D,(U) and invariant under U(U) for o E G. Moreover, the vectors in 
D,,” are analytic vectors for U. Also note that the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 remains 
true when DO is replaced by DO”. (2) Let U be a continous representation, and let P 
be as in Theorem 3.1. It can be shown that the invariance of D 9) under the semigroup 
generated by dU(P) (cf. the proof of Proposition 3.2) implies invariance of D,(U) as 
well. This second note is used in a sequel paper [12]. 
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